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In the period 1925-1927, Hubert Malfait painted a small series of works of monumental
figures with an extremely sculptural structure. From this series, The Man with the
accordion is a highly convincing composition in space with a cubist construction of the
character with the musical instrument. With this, the painter was related to the
primitivism of the international avant-garde. Malfait seasoned these elements with mild
humor, which set him apart from Permeke and Van den Berghe and took his own place
in Flemish expressionism. The figure is shown in close-up and the body is deformed. The

accordion and furniture also have a strong sculptural character. The man with the
accordion is a painting, the composition of which is kept strict with a figure shown
frontally. The differentiated color is always endearing by the soft tones, the fresh and
dark colors that effectively illustrate the contemporary atmosphere with light shades.
Compared to his earlier work, he no longer applied the paint crustly, but flatter and
thinner. The composition and colors have become lighter, while the pictorial and
structural tensions have been preserved. Malfait created the volumes on the basis of
large areas of color and nuances them by including shadows. These meaningful and
spontaneous contributions give this painting a totally responsible construction, a primal
form in balanced harmony, loaded with a lively spontaneity. The synthetic color areas
and cubic area divisions are related to the contemporary work of Gust. De Smet who,
together with Malfait, had been under the spell of André Lhôte's cubism since 1925. This
work speaks through its evasive and poetic storyline reminiscent of the work of Marc
Chagall, who met Malfait in 1926. Later in the 1920s Malfait exhibited in prominent art
circles such as Kunst van Heden, Cabinet Maldoror and Le Centaure.
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